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ABSTRACT 
Content-Addressable Memory is an extension of ordinary memory (SRAM) and it is used for searching 

operations. In proposed method, a Master–Slave Match Line is designed, which tends to decrease the power 

consumption in the match lines. For performing the search operation, in existing CAM design we uses only one 

single ML but single Master-ML and a number of Slave-MLs are used in proposed CAM design. In contrast to the 

existing design, 50% of ML power is reduced in proposed MSML design. The ML power consumption can be 

decreased efficiently by reducing the MML charge refill swing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In CAM, the input is associated with the information which is already stored in the memory and output is 

the address of the information. For finding the matched contents in a database or memory, CAM can be used as a 

searching application. In CAM architecture, the priority encoder is used if the multiple matches are occurred in the 

database or table as shown in Figure.1. In order to get particular information (data) in memory, the information which 

has to be search is compared with the information already stored in a memory in parallel to find a match. Once the 

information which has to be search is applied to the input of a CAM, it matches the search information with the 

stored information in the memory. If both the information is matched, within a single clock cycle the results will be 

retrieved.  

 
Figure.1. Architecture of CAM 

In the architecture of CAM, there are two lines; match line and search lines which are the main reasons of 

power consumption. During search operations, huge amount of ML switching behavior takes place due to large 

capacitance of ML. Hence, the power consumption of the ML is very large. In order to overcome the drawbacks of 

existing CAM, we are going for the proposed master–slave match line (MSML) design, which tends to decrease the 

power indulgence in the match lines. 

Related Work: 
Conventional NOR-Type CAM: In conventional CAM design, searching of the data can be done in two phases,  

 Pre charge phase  

 Match Evaluation phase.  

If the value of control signal PRE is 1 in the Precharge phase, and then it will precharge the Match line to 

high. Then in order to establish Evaluation phase, PRE signal has to reduce to 0. In a CAM, PRE signal is reduced 

to 0 if one or more cells are not matched in the database or table. If all the cells in the database or tables are equal 

(matched), then the ML can retain logic as 1 in the pre charge phase. From the above reason we can say that this type 

of CAM gives the excellent search operation.  

Even though this type of CAM performs excellent search operations, it has the drawbacks of power 

inefficient. During the searching operation, NAND-type CAM tends to decrease the power consumption compares 

with NOR-type CAM. During search operation, the NAND-type CAM has a small value of ML load capacitance. 

Hence, only a small amount of MLs are pulled down to 0. Therefore the power utilization is reduced. 

Hybrid-Type CAM cell: The proposal of Hybrid-type CAM is to mix both type of CAM (NOR-type with the 

NAND-type). As shown in Figure.2, the CAM cell is separated into two segments, and one control circuit. The CAM 

cell of SEG_1 is designed as XNOR CAM cell and the transistors are coupled in the NAND type block. Whereas the 

CAM cell of SEG_2 is designed as XOR CAM cell and the transistors are coupled in the NOR type block.  
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Figure.2. Hybrid-Type CAM Architecture 

As same as that of NOR-type CAM, the searching operation of Hybrid-type CAM is done by two phases. 

They are pre charge phase and match evaluation phase. All the match lines are first pre charged to logic as 1 in the 

pre charge phase, and then the logic level of the match line is discharged from high to low in the match evaluation 

phase. 

Pre charge Phase: In Pre charge phase, the control signal PRE is kept as low. Both the nodes M1 and M2 are charged 

to logic as 1 through P1 and P2. There is no necessary to discharge the bit lines from logic high to low because there 

is no path to the ground. Therefore in the pre charge phase, this helps us to avoid the unpredicted short-circuit. 

Therefore, this type of design is more competent in power reduction rather than existing CAM design. 

Match Evaluation Phase: Once the pre charge phase is completed, the control signal PRE has to be made the logic 

as high and the information which has to be searched is loaded onto the bit lines for matching process. Therefore, 

this process is known as evaluation process.  

2. PROPOSED DESIGN 

Introduction: In our proposed MSML design, the master–slave design is shared with the charge fill up reduction 

technique in order to decrease the ML switching power. Figure.3, shows a proposed MSML design. For performing 

the search operation, in existing CAM design we uses only one single ML but here single Master-ML and a number 

of Slave-MLs are used in proposed CAM design. In contrast to the existing design, 50% of ML power is reduced in 

this design. The ML power consumption can be decreased efficiently by reducing the MML charge refill swing. The 

power dissipation which is occurred in the MMLs can be effectively reduced by distributing the charge among the 

MML and the SML. From Figure.3, in addition to MML and SML, there is a final-ML (FML) which is used to point 

out the matching data. Usually the parasitic capacitance of the MML is larger than that of FML. 

Search Operation: As same as that of NOR-type CAM and Hybrid-type CAM, the proposed MSML design also 

performs two phases for the searching operation. They are pre charge phase and Match evaluation phase. At the time 

of precharge phase, the MML and FML are first pre charged the logic as high. After precharge phase, match 

evaluation phase is established if only when the mismatch case will change the logic level of the FML from logic as 

high to low. 

 
Figure.3. Proposed MSML design with two SMLs 

Pre charge Phase: In this phase, the control signal PRE is charged to logic as high. Therefore the MML and FML 

are charged to logic level as 1 (high), and the two SMLs shown in Figure.3, are pulled down to 0. Thus, the result of 

XOR CAM cell is 0 and the paths S1 and S2 are removed in precharge phase. 

Table.1. Voltage of the node and Path link for various cases of proposed MSML design 

Cases SML1 SML2 Path Key Node Voltage Result 

S1 S2 P MML SML1 SML2 FML 

Case 1 Match Match X X X VDD 0 0 VDD Match 

Case 2 Mismatch 

Match 

Mismatch 

Mismatch 

0 

X 

X 

0 

0 

0 

2/3 VDD 

2/3 VDD 

2/3 VDD 

0 

0 

2/3 VDD 

0 

0 

Mismatch 

Mismatch 

Case 3 Mismatch Mismatch 0 0 0 1/2VDD 1/2VDD 1/2VDD 0 Mismatch 
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Match Evaluation Phase: Once the pre charge phase is completed, the control signal PRE has to be made the logic 

as high and the information which has to be searched is loaded onto the bit lines for matching process. Therefore, 

this process is known as evaluation process. Here we divided a CAM design into two SML segments, (SML1 and 

SML2) as shown in Figure.3. There are four cases are possible which depends upon the results of the matched 

information. Only when both the segments of MLs are matched, then it is called as a actual match. The voltage of 

the node and path link (connection or disconnection) for various cases of MSML design are explained in Table.1. 

Case 1: In case 1, assume that both the Slave-Match lines i.e., SML1 and SML2 are coincident and also the charge 

distribution paths S1 and S2 does not perform. So the MLs are high in the precharge phase, (MML=1 and FML=1), 

and both SML1 and SML2 are discharged to 0. 

Case 2: Suppose assume that, if SML1 is not matched, and SML2 is matched. In order to carry out path S1 in SML1, 

at least any one of the share transistor has to be made ON and the MML charge will be dispersed to the SML1. Hence 

the voltage level of SML1 increases, and whereas the voltage level of MML falls down. After charge distribution is 

completed, both the MML and SML1 will remains in the same voltage level (VB). VB can be given as follows by 

using charge distribution equation. 

VB=CMML/(CMML+CSML1)VMML≈2/3VMML (1) 

Where the capacitances of MML and SML1 is represented by CMML and CSML1 and the initial voltages 

are represented by VMML and MML. Here the capacitance of MML is twice the capacitance of SML1, hence the 

voltage VB is given by 2/3VMML. 

Case 3: Assume that the two segments SML1 and SML2 are not matched. Since the charge distribution paths S1 and 

S2 are conducted, the charge of the MML is shared to the SML1 and SML2. From this it is estimated that the power 

consumption of this case is much larger than case 2. 

VB=CMML/ (CMML+CSML1+CSML2) VMML≈1/2VMML (2) 

Comparison of conventional design and MSML design: In contrast to the segmentation designs of ML, which 

tends to decrease the ML power consumption only for the most excellent cases, but in our proposed design we can 

decrease the ML power consumption for the entire cases and also 50% of power is saved in the most terrible case. 

As a result, 50% of ML power reduction is sure in the proposed design. As same as that of the conventional CAM 

design during the search operation, it is obvious that the proposed design does not consume ML active power. Unlike, 

in SMA design during match case the power consumption of ML is more. Also the SMA design needs a specific 

sense amplifier for performing the match evaluation case. Such amplifier is highly responsive to the half voltage 

swing and it consumes large power to reduce the power effectiveness. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In our proposed method the MSML is a NOR-type design, so the simulation results compares the MSML design with 

the NOR-type ML design. For simulating the MSML design the TSMC 90-nm technology is used.  

Energy Consumption Vs average ML Mismatch Power: The proposed MSML design uses an inverter. As a result, 

the design will increase the leakage power of about 13%. Figure.4a, shows the average ML power consumption. It 

is understandable that average ML power dissipation depends on the size of the word, and it varies with the unequal 

match of the MSML CAM design. 

  

 
Figure.4. ML mismatch power consumption for various word size. (a) 32-bit. (b) 64-bit. (c) 128-bit. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we proposes a low-power MSML design, the master–slave design is shared with the charge fill 

up reduction technique in order to decrease the ML switching power. The circuit is simulated in HSPICE tool. Then 

the result shows that the proposed design can greatly decrease the ML power consumption by reducing the MML 

charge failure In contrast to the segmentation designs of ML, which tends to decrease the ML power consumption 

only for the most excellent cases, but in our proposed design we can decrease the ML power consumption for the 

entire cases and also 50% of power is saved in the most terrible case. As a result, 50% of ML power reduction is sure 

in the proposed design. This aspect makes the MSML design more gorgeous than other existing methods.  
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